**ANNOUNCEMENT**

**Regarding payment of OSI Membership fees**

In case the OSI payment gateway is nonfunctional directly sent to the OSI bank account, details which are as follows.

**Bank Account Details:**
- **Name of Bank:** UCO Bank
- **Account Name:** The Optical Society of India
- **Account Number:** 18980110018699
- **Branch Address:** Yuba Bharati Kr, Saltlake, Sector-III, Kolkata-700
- **106IFSC Code:** UCBA0001898

The membership fees are as follows:
- **Life Member Fees:** Rs.10000.00
- **Regular Fellow Member:** Rs.1000.00
- **Associate Member:** Rs.400.00

Once the transaction is completed the applicant is required to send the (i) payment receipt and (ii) his/her updated resume and (iii) the filled-in-application form (attached) to the OSI-email osiindiainfo@gmail.com

You may expect membership confirmation and a welcome mail within two working day.

General Secretary, OSI

**MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM AVAILABLE UNDER ‘RECENT UPDATE’**